Introduction these apparent contradictions originate, at least partially, from difficulties in making a clear distinction between At any given time, only a subset of all vesicles in a Ca 2ϩ -dependent vesicle maturation and Ca 2ϩ -depenneurosecretory cell is available for rapid secretion. dent fusion. These release-ready vesicles differ from the bulk of vesiHere, a method was developed that allows the disseccles by the fact that they are closely attached to the tion and quantitative description of different Ca 2ϩ -depentarget membrane ("docked") and have undergone matudent steps leading to LDCV fusion in chromaffin cells ration ("priming"), such that they only need the final from mouse adrenal slices. The range of Ca 2ϩ measuretrigger, an elevation of [Ca 2ϩ ] i , to undergo fusion. Immements was extended by using a mixture of the highdiately after intense stimulation, the readily releasable affinity dye Fura-2 (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985) and the lowpool of vesicles (RRP) may be partially or fully depleted, affinity dye Furaptra (Konishi et al., 1991). These two causing a period of secretory depression until the RRP ratiometric Ca 2ϩ indicators display similar fluorescence is refilled. The processes of RRP depletion and refilling properties but differ in their Ca 2ϩ binding affinity by a are believed to play a major role in short-term plasticity factor of about 100. The combined use of these dyes in many neurosecretory cells ( ] i from ‫02ف‬ ms to less than 1 ms ( Figure  5A ). This is consistent with the notion that the exocytic between both fusion rate constants remained fairly constant over this 
Discussion
In the present study, an approach was introduced that allowed the discrimination and quantitative analysis of the different Ca The present findings can be correlated with results from and RRP, the first-order differential equations derived earlier studies, leading to a detailed model for the last from the reaction scheme were solved numerically, ensteps leading to LDCV secretion ( Figure 6 ). The model abling the determination of the theoretical rates and depicts the fusion-competent vesicles (i.e., SRP and delays. A simplex algorithm was then used to obtain RRP) as those vesicles connected to the plasma memconstants that produced the best fit to the experimental brane through trans-SNARE complexes. This view is data. It was found that for both fusion reactions at least based on studies showing that manipulations that influthree Ca 2ϩ binding steps had to be assumed to obtain ence formation of SNARE complexes affect the supply satisfactory fits to both exocytic delays ( Figure 5A ) and of release-ready vesicles rather than their fusion kinetics rate constants ( Figure 5B 
